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- An ‘ESG improvers equities’ approach provides exposure to companies that are demonstrating improving performance in employing strategies to minimize environmental, social and governance (ESG) risks, as well as take advantage of ESG opportunities, and that their momentum in this area is expected to continue.
- ESG improvement is an emerging SI indicator for identifying potential stock price outperformance relative to the broader market.
- In practice, ESG improvement strategies are often combined with an ESG leaders approach (active or passive), as market for funds focused purely on ESG improvement and momentum is new and still limited.

Our view

Sustainable investing (SI) is an investment philosophy that can be applied to a wide range of asset classes. It seeks to achieve competitive portfolio risk/return characteristics comparable with a traditional approach while also having a positive effect on the environment and society and/or aligning investors’ portfolios with their goals and values.

ESG improvers are companies that are demonstrating positive momentum in addressing ESG risks and opportunities. This concept of ‘ESG momentum’ is relatively new, as sustainable investors expand their focus from ESG leaders to seeking new ways of generating alpha through an SI approach. Robust empirical evidence gathered over 40 years points to a correlation between ESG leadership and financial performance, so the rationale for the ESG improvers strategy is that if this potential for improved performance can be identified before it happens and is priced in by the market, there may be potential for investment outperformance.

There is a small, but growing, body of mainly academic evidence that improvements on ESG metrics can be an indicator of potential stock price outperformance compared to the broader market. The signal appears to be variable across sectors, styles and regions, with those where companies have not yet reached their optimal levels of ESG performance show particular promise such as emerging markets.

However as the approach is still new and relatively unproven, it is currently implemented mainly in combination with other SI approaches such as ESG leaders and in a global approach for conviction and diversification. Both active and passive approaches are possible, and ESG improvement indicators can also be used.
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as an additional source of information in conventional portfolio management.

What are ESG improvers equities?

ESG improvers are companies that are demonstrating positive momentum in addressing ESG risks and opportunities. They are not yet ‘leaders’ but their performance on various ESG criteria shows signs that they could become leaders in the future. Momentum is a well-known strategy in the investment industry that consists of buying stocks that have an upward trending price, and selling those that have had poor returns in the past few months, based on the tendency of the price to move in the direction of the trend.

This approach integrates ESG related information into the investment decision to construct a portfolio of improving companies, rather than companies that are already leaders from an ESG perspective. Investment portfolios adopting this strategy are therefore likely to contain a higher proportion of companies with below-average ESG ratings (see also Fig. 1) as this is, by definition, the opportunity set. In practice, many existing funds or indices that consider ESG improvement actually do have higher ESG profiles than conventional ones, largely because there are not yet many pure-play improver strategies and they are usually combined with an ESG leaders type approach (see also Fig. 2). One example is the MSCI ESG Universal Indices, in which a ratings trend multiplier is applied to company ESG scores (x1.25 for upward trend in ratings, x0.75 for a downward trend) to reward improvement. Yet because the underlying company ESG scores are higher for better-rated companies (2 for AAA/AA; 1 for A/BBB/BB; 0.5 for B/CCC), the overall index weightings still favor leaders by absolute score.

Identifying ESG improvers

While traditional investment momentum strategies are based on a universally understood and accessible indicator – the stock price – ESG momentum indicators are not standardized. There is no universally accepted standard for defining ESG leaders, and similarly there is no universally accepted standard for defining ESG improvers. In the ‘ESG leaders equities’ report in this series of educational primers we describe the various methodologies that are available to investors and fund managers for evaluating corporate performance on ESG criteria. ESG improvers strategies can use these same data sources and rating methodologies to try and identify which indicators signal improvement. For example, a trend of upward changes in overall sustainability ratings (either from one ratings provider or several), or a trend of strong performance on some key issues (e.g. better environmental management policies) that are likely to be followed by improvements in other areas (e.g. implementing energy efficiency measures) and ultimately lead to value creation (costs savings to the company and reduced emissions to the environment).

---

Fig 1: “Pure” ESG improvement universe
Focus on stocks with positive momentum. The exact definition depends on the strategy/research (e.g. “10% improvement or more within 2 years”, or “two consecutive upgrades”).

Source: UBS, adapted from NKI (2017)

Fig. 2: Universe combining ESG improvement and leading ESG
Combining stocks that have positive momentum with stocks that have leading ESG strategies improves the ESG profile but dilutes the momentum strategy.

Source: UBS, adapted from NKI (2017)
The key question, particularly with quantitative and rules-based approaches, is how to identify the companies that are positioned to improve. For example, how do investors decide whether a rating upgrade indicates a positive trend or is merely a random upward movement due to changes in ESG rating methodology? Fig. 3, for example, shows an initial slow upward momentum. Ideal ESG performance development could rise over time along curve a. Point no. 1 may therefore be the best time to invest, as much of the improvement is still expected, but is not priced in yet. However, the initial improvement may not have been an indication of a clear trend, and the company could also follow curve b. Waiting until point no. 2 to be sure of improvement, however, would mean failing to capture the improvements that may have already been priced in.

Whether using external ratings frameworks or their own proprietary fundamental research, fund managers pursuing an ESG improvers strategy should provide clear guidance to investors on their framework for evaluating ESG improvement, and ideally also regular reporting to investors on the incremental improvements that investee companies are achieved from a social/environmental perspective. Such reporting could be based on company disclosure or on the fund manager’s assessment, but either way it should explain the link between investment decisions and the environmental or social impact of the company for the strategy to have credibility from an SI perspective.

Performance considerations
A typical investment strategy incorporating ESG momentum uses it as a tool (perhaps one among several) to identify undervalued equities either in an active approach or as an enhancement to a benchmark approach. As such, we believe that the risk and return expectations for such strategies should be no different to our expectations of conventional equity investing. Evidence – either academic or observations of actual investment strategies – on the performance of an ESG improvers strategy is still limited, reflecting the newness of the theory. However, a key assumption of the ESG improvement strategy is that future stock performance is correlated with the change in the ESG management and performance of a company, and to date the empirical evidence suggests that this may often be the case.

- A study by Truvalue Labs (2017) found that “companies with strong information flow, good overall ESG scores on its proprietary rating scale, and positive ESG momentum outperform the S&P500 over a five-year period, adding approximately 3%-5% of alpha annually.”
- MSCI ESG Research (2015) showed that an “ESG Momentum” strategy results in outperformance of the standard benchmark while improving the ESG profile of the portfolio. The strategy tested over-weighted companies that had improved their ESG ratings during the previous 12 months, and under-weighted companies with declining ESG rating over that period. They hypothesized that this is due to the market reacting to a change in rating in a relatively short time period; i.e. the signal that the company is now better equipped to avoid ESG-related risks is quickly priced in by the market.
• The Principles of Responsible Investment (PRI, 2018) evaluated the efficacy of a momentum strategy (i.e. overweight stocks whose ESG score has improved) vs a tilt strategy (i.e. overweight stocks with higher ESG ratings) across the world and three geographic regions (USA, Europe and Japan), finding an alpha advantage coming from integrating ESG information in the construction of optimal mean-variance equities portfolios across all regions when compared to their respective benchmarks. However, the investment signal derived from ESG momentum may not be consistent across sectors and regions. The PRI study observed that World, U.S. and Japan portfolios benefited more from the momentum strategy, whereas a European portfolio benefited more from the tilt strategy. A UBS study (2017) also came to the same conclusion, though also finding that a combination of both ESG momentum and tilt were successful for all regions except Asia excluding Japan. One hypothesis for these mixed findings is that momentum strategies may be more effective in markets where companies have not reached high levels of ESG performance or where there is less strict regulation or enforcement of regulation regarding ESG issues, while tilt strategies may be better suited for regions where standards are already high, such as Europe (see Fig. 4). A recent study by NN Investment Partners (2017) on the correlation between ESG factors and share price supports this thesis, finding that that in emerging markets, high absolute levels as well as positive changes in ESG ratings (used third party provider Sustainalytics) correlate highly with relative stock outperformance. See Fig. 5.

We expect further evidence of the performance of ESG improvers to emerge in the near future, examining other applications of the ESG momentum theory, e.g. so-called “fallen angel” stocks that have faced an ESG crisis, such as a corruption scandal or an industrial accident with significant environmental and health impacts, and how the company and the markets respond to this. However, a clear takeaway from the current body of research is that combining the ESG improvers signal with other established approaches, such as ESG leaders or conventional equity strategies, is the optimal way to access this strategy at present.

How to invest in ESG improvers equities
Although there are currently few investable products that place significant or even sole emphasis on ESG improvement, we observe an increasing level of interest in this strategy and expect more products to come to market, particularly as more data becomes available which can be used to evaluate “momentum” on ESG factors.

Size and region focus
ESG improvement can be played in any market. To have a balanced portfolio and enough choice of truly improving companies, most managers seek global exposure. Similarly, the existing indices that incorporate ESG momentum focus on global developed markets. As such, the strategy is currently likely to be most suitable as part of a global equity allocation or as a replacement for a conventional global equity approach. However, the apparent regional variation in strength of the momentum signal suggests that this could also be an interesting strategy for emerging market fund managers to pursue in the future.
Active versus passive

In principle, ESG improvement lends itself to active and concentrated strategies. Identifying improvement that could yield operational and reputational gains requires deep knowledge of a company’s fundamentals, their ESG management and how improving ESG practices could affect the company’s value drivers. This ability to perform an integrated analysis of both ESG and financial information is still not widely encountered among asset managers today, but availability of these capabilities continues to improve as asset managers acknowledge the relevance of ESG analysis.

MSCI ESG Research showed that momentum can also be played with passive approaches, based on indices built on rules around improving ESG ratings. Notably, the approach in the MSCI ESG Universal Indices, which play ESG momentum, is not focused solely on ESG improving companies. It is based on investing in the whole market, but tilting the index toward overweighting improving companies and underweighting deteriorating companies. This is typical of current practice, where an ESG improvers approach is often combined with an ESG leaders approach. This increases the investable universe, and usually improves the overall ESG standard in the portfolio compared to pure ESG improvement strategies (see also Fig. 1 and 2).

Fig. 6 contains a short list of questions that can provide support when selecting ESG improvers equities funds.

Key Risks

The ESG improvers strategy is not as well-established a sustainable investing approach as ESG leaders, hence a key risk is that this theoretical concept ultimately proves not to add value from a fundamental valuation and return perspective. The prevailing approach that combines the improvers signal with other approaches helps to mitigate this risk. Other ESG improvers risks include:

- **Sub-par sustainability standard**: In an extreme case of focusing on improvement from the bottom, the ESG profile of an ESG improvement portfolio could be lower than a “conventional” equivalent. Should a fund manager not succeed in outperforming over a sustained period of time, the investor may be exposed to an underperforming portfolio of companies that have sub-par sustainability standards.

- **Wrong timing and scope of ESG momentum**: A good ESG improvers strategy would identify ESG momentum early and focuses on the right area of ESG improvement. This either requires very deep knowledge of the company’s fundamentals in the case of a focused active strategy, or good rules to identify true ESG momentum in a scores and rules-based strategy. It is possible that improved ratings and scores may not be due to real improvements, but simply be the result of revised rating methodologies, such as shifts in weighting or change of criteria, or deterioration of sector peers’ ESG performance.

- **Lack of diversification and sector or country biases**: In an ESG leaders approach there is usually a defined percentage of companies that are considered “best in class” within each industry or sector. This is not the case for ESG improvement. It may be the case that one sector improves much more than

---

**Fig 6: Checklist for ESG improvers equities funds**

Questions to support fund selection

- Does improving performance on E, S or G issues form the basis of the investment thesis and strategy? Does the fund manager provide transparency over criteria and investment process?
- Can the fund manager show how s/he links ESG performance with expected outperformance?
- Do I understand what investments this methodology results in? For example, do I accept sub-par sustainability performance if a company is showing true improvement?
- Does the fund manager apply negative screens in addition to the ESG improvement approach that fit with my values?
- Does the fund manager have a policy of active ownership that could support and strengthen the ESG improvement trend?
- In case of an ETF on an index: Is the ESG improvement index based on solid rules? Do the rules result in large unintended over- or underweights in single stocks or sectors which might drive performance?
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others. This may lead to overweights in specific sectors or countries and underweights in others, which could lead to unintended deviations from benchmark performance if not managed properly.

Social and environmental contribution

This strategy may be considered to be placing more emphasis on investment returns than on aligning investments with personal or ethical values, and exposure to companies that are not already considered ‘sustainable’ may be a problem for some investors. However, the strategy offers investors deliberate exposure to companies making material improvements on ESG issues that can lead to greater potential positive incremental social/environmental change than companies already demonstrating high performance in these areas.

Owning these securities enables investors to signal to corporations the importance of continually improving their ESG performance. Just as with ESG leaders equities, the potential to intentionally drive or measure impact through the liquid underlying securities owned is limited.
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